IBB Meeting Notes

March 1, 2011, AB5 Room 309, 9:00 a.m. – 12:00 noon

Present: Hudson Rogers, Lois Christensen, David Vazquez, Lucero Carvajal (facilitator), Morgan T. Paine, Maddy Isaacs, Kathy Miller (note taker), David Steckler, Debbie Giambo

1. Reviewed notes from the February 28 meeting and revised for clarity and accuracy. The notes were approved with the following revisions.
   Line 3: insert that Wohlpart was the note taker
   Line 24: Teams met independently to complete new Sudden Prep form for “Access to Information”
   Line 25: management provided both teams with revised and complete form addressing the “Access to information” issue
   Line 26: faculty listed interests . . .
   Line 35: faculty acknowledged management interests that were first provided to IBB team
   Line 38: IBB Team discussed the issue at hand, with an attempt . . .
   Line 46: Faculty Team . . .is to be listed as a separate item from the list of Agenda items on lines 41-45.

2. Team discussion to identify shared interests regarding the “Access to Information” issue

The following shared interests were identified by the team.

1. Access to information to enable UFF to fulfill responsibilities to negotiate, monitor, and enforce the Agreement.
2. UFF has access to information to address Informal Resolution and Grievance process.
3. Management time not be spent doing tasks that should rightfully be carried out by the UFF.
4. Access to information to enable UFF to respond to faculty issues.
5. Minimize the number of grievances.
6. Information requests are mindful of law, process, and circumstances.

Team discussion ensued regarding what constitutes “unreasonable” requests for data. Agenda for the next meeting:

Identify relevant and impacted Articles
Develop potential options
Determine standards & criteria
Evaluate options
Develop solutions

The Management Team will run the next meeting.